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1.0~TItI.e: -A Bio-economic Production Modei:for_ catfish. Production in Uga~a.
2.0. - Overalt Objective: To develop a sustainable bio-economic -production model for catfish in
the Lake Victoria Basin fish farming systems.
3.0. SpecificObjectives:
3.1. Describe the fish farming systems based on-the interactions- that occur between the
'farm resource base atthe prcx:luction level. -
3.2. - Design and test a best-fit catfish production mOdel tor the Lake Victoria Basin fiSh-
farming systems . -' - . - - . - --
3.3. _Evaluate the- supply and demand of catfish seed production in the basin in view of
its capacity to sustain catfish farming in-the Lake VictOria Basin. -
4.0. -StudyArea:
_The study area for this~researdl is the Lake Victoria Basin. The bcisin is defined as the areas whose
water-catchment drain directly or indirectly through rivers and streams into the Lake Victoria. Thus,
in Uganda the following sOuthern districts make the bc1sin:- Kabale, Ntungamo, Mbarara, Masaka,
Rakai, Mpigi, Kampala, Mukono, Jinja, 19anga, Bugiri, Busia and Kalangala. -
The sample districts for the study were selected based on the Agro-ecological zones in which they -
are located in view of the fact that the farming systems determine to a great extent the agricultural
by'"products farmers may nave at nand for aquaculture. The sample districts are Nutngamo, _
Kampala-Mpigig and Busia-Bugiri that cover the western banana-coffee-cattle system, the medium
altitude intensive-banana-eoffee system and the banana-millet-eotton system respectively (NEMA,
1998).
5.0. Justification of the Study
The SignifICant majority of Ugandan fish farmers are currently realising production levels well below
the minimum projected levels for low input aquaculture. This state of affairs is largely attributed to
ronstraints in farmers access to inputs and skills. The poor yields and yield quality have had a
negative impact on marketability of the farmers' product and production stability. To avert this
situation and ensure sustainable aquaculture production, the returns per unit pond area in terms of
yield and profit must increase.
The majority of fish farmers in Uganda are un-specialised rural small-holders whose access to
purchased inputs to improve production, even where they are aware of it, is low. As a result, fish
farming in the country is undertaken as a component of a diversified farm enterprise and farmers
have access to on-farm resources which if optimised as inputs have the potential to increase
aquaculture production. Thus, other than eaJr10mic effldency, the sustainability of aquaculture at the
farm-level is greatly affected the positive impact it has on biological material recyding, utilisable
species diversity and farm natural resource capacity .
If the objectives of the farmer, PMA and LVEMP are to be sustainabty met within the current
production environment at farm-level, then the species selected and developed for aquaculture must
have the potential to increase pond production, productivity and returns with the given resources.
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ThE!~nologi~.developed should also be affordable imd piactical as the cash floW StructUre in crop .
based enterprises is such that fanners are unlikelito afford enterprises whose budgets have a:high . '
. cost ratiO. Furtneri'nOre, pioduction credit is currentfy fargefY u~vailabfetO the aquaculture" sector , " - .~
, . and-is Jikelyto remain'so until aquaculture as an enterprise demoristrates it capacityttirepay credit.: '. .
. - "~:only feasible optiOn left: to the fiSh farmers therefor:e,' is to optimise the u~ of their on-farm' . -"
.' resources as -Inputs .. This enables them save and offers a cheaper source of investment capital that -
will translate into increased production and profitability with minimum cash oUtlays.
. - . - .
Thus the key research questions of the thesis are:
1. What potential do indigenous species if fanned offer .for fish farmers? :'
2 What resources do farmers have on-farm for aquacuJture, what factors are likely to affect the'
. accessibility of these resources as.inputs for aquaculture and how are these factors currently
. affecting spatialaqt.iacutlrue'prodtiction'within the Lake Victoria basin? .'
.. 3.. 'What is the sPatial potentjai for developing aquaOJlture enterprises'within ft!e Lake Victoria basin
with reference to-the agro-ecologicai'zones and farming Syst~I11S? ." . .' .
. 4. What is the' potential of catfish seed.production within the basin to sustain 'the out-grower
proQuction and as a business? . . '. - .
S.. With the information obtained from above, now.am the funning of indigenous Catfi~es be
.designed with ~ loCal~fit to the socifr.economic enviroomentof fish farmerS within tI'le lake basin
at Farm-level to ensuresustainabi/ity?" . .
'is'/ addressing'the issue of farming indigenous species with a view to developing appropriate
production technologies that address socio-economic and environmental issues at farm-level
aquaculture production starnlity is likely to be assured. Ths will result into positive impact at the
fann level through incomes for fanners, improved nutritional status of the farm family and a shift:
from the dependence on a one or two staple crops towards high value markets. The other positive
spill-offs that have be shown to arise as a result of aquaculture at farm-level are high value activities.
like vegetable production, frurrjtree productionl animal'production and small business development.
2
.
This is because an off-season water source becomes available on-farm.
6.0. Methodology and Progress
Obj. 1: Desaibe the fish farming systems based on the interactions that occur between
the farm resource base at the production level.
The description of the fish farming systems will provide the information on the resources
available to farmers at fann level, local market preferences for fish species and marketable sizes.
It will also provide information on the spatial potentiaf of fanning indigenous species with
respect to the features agro-ecological zones within the basin.
6.1.1. A description of the fish fanning systems - resources available for production:
In view of the fact that the majority of fish farmers are low resource farmers IMng in environments
best described as complex, diverse and risk prone (Witcombe, 1999) fanner participatory research
tools were utilised for data collection because of their cost effectiveness and ability to avoid bias.
Rapid Rural Appraisals (RRA's) with a topical focus on aquawlture were therefore conducted 00-
farm. RRA's also allow for:
a) raP'd coUection of a lot of information
b) a multi-sectoral approach to analysis
c) understand the situation from the perspective of different actor
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d) .in=cleptl, understanding n-otconstrainecJ by Pfeconcept!ons -.' ...
e) an opportunity to learn ~w information particiJlarlY relating to farmers.own knowJedge
whiCfi might have beeOunsuSpected by the scientific communitY
._-f)_ it's a flexible apProach tQ research rather than a single technique. One can adapt afld add-to.
. - -it as the research progresses. -. : " .- -~ . -.. --. - - - . - . . .. - .. : - - - '. -
The tools used in -the RkA's were secOndary information from key informants notably the field
extension staff, Check lists and on-farm discussions with the farmer .. Discussions were conducted
oo":site at each activity area 00 the farm. Data.was coUected for the farmers' objectives for -
.aquaculture, SC5do-economic status, _inputs locally av~i1able (notably feeds, fertilisers and seed),
harvest and marketability of the product. . - .
The'decision to Conduct the study in different study areas was ~sed 00 the assumptiori that the ..
different farming systems would impact on the resoUrces available to farmers on-farm as fish f~s.
'Statistical Design' ~
Random.duster ~mp\ing was ~ndu~ withi~.the diStricts~'Nherebya coUnty represented a-cluster:
A sampling intensity of 200/0 of the fish' farm~ was targeted per study district. Thus, depending on
. the numbef of Rsh Fanners in the district and per randomly selected county, more than one countY
and consequently more than 51 = 20% was achieved in some of the study sites as all the farmers in
a coUntt had to be counted. However, in the case of Kampala district because of itS small size and
the number of farmers, all the farmers were targeted. The number of fish farmers per district was
based on the records provided by the local fisheries staff irrespective of whether or not they were
fish farming households or groups.' .
I
Table 2: sam Ie Size
Disbict No.of Fish
Farmers (N)*
.51 achieved
(°/0)
I.
\'.
I
L~
i•I
Each zone (farming system) as given in Table 1, was tak.en to represent a statistical bIock..
Data Analysis
The statistical package Minitab ver 12 was used for data analysis. A descriptive analysis using cross
tabulation and descriptive statistics was done of the qualitative data collected. The significance of
variations occurring between the zones was analysed using the chi-square procedure and was taken
at the 5% level.
Farmers whose data profiles were incomplete were not included in the final data analysis. The
incomplete data profiles were obtained in cases where the owner/manager of the enterprise was not
at the farm/home and the person found at the farm/home did not have all the details or the farmer
was not willing to provide certain details. This brought down the number of farmers to 91 and the
final 51 =43%.
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The Sample intensity of ttte- farmers taken in"the Sampie zones wiil be 20% bf the fiSh rarmerS_In-the -
_sample districts.~ This- SampUilg intensitY is sufficienfto -provide StatistiCally significant infOf"!!lation
-that c:anbe extraPolated fx)-tfte whole PoPulation pilot zones. - - -
-""£he spaticil ah~lYSis-of findi!19s wlli be done in ~ition uSing GIS toOls.
- -
Results and Progress-
Data analysis has been complete except for the geo-referencing of Ntungamo district.
prejiminary analysis i-esLJltsiooc:ate the followirig; _
- -_a. farmers main objective for aquaculture in all the zones is inco(11e
-b. need torealjz:e benefits from investment, i.e~ pond constrUction
c. teed and fertilizers are among the main prod~on constraints
d~ _-sizes of fish at harvest- - __- _-
e. -Oarias and tilapia rank highly among preferred species
f. - Source of seed -
The degree to which the above are constraints statistically shows signifteitnt degrees of association --
with the farming system (appendix 1). AnalySes with respect to the agrO-€cologic:a1zone has not yet
- been done.
-A detailed analysis is yet to be done upon aggregation of the above data and GIS analysis to fully
describe the farming system in line with the above stated objective.
6.1.2. Assess important determinants of production in the described farming systems
The effects of the factors identified above inherent to the described fish farming systems on current -
production levels will be determined using multivariate analysis, i.e. the prindpalcomponent -
analysis. This will enable the examination of the inter-relationshipS between inputs and variations in
.yield in the described production systems. This analysis was selected because it has the ability to
identify the relationship between factors in models that involve large numbers of variables with the
possibility of high inter-factor correlation. This requires that at least five cases for each observed
variabJe be sampled.
Data was collected for direct input (state) variables (e.g. feed, fish seed, total organic input, etc),
rate (management) variables (e.g. fertilisation frequency, pond area) and intrinsic variables e.g. age
of the pond.
Representative sample farmers had their ponds sampled for production and quality of production.
To reduce biases attributable to the wealth, wealth ranking were done so that at village level,
farmers selected accordingly. The inputs the farmers used were measured and costs if any
att.acf1ed. For purposes of comparison of net inputs across the board, feed inputs will be
standardised in terms of dry matter, crude fibre and crude protein. Fertilisers will be standardised for
total nitrogen.
The data used in the analysis will be aggregate data in correlation with the above objective.
Results and Progress
Data collection has been completed and analysis started. Results on qualitative analyses though
have yet to be obtained.
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"There was "a ~ignificant difference-in the wealth status between zones rather than between diStrictS ""
" (H = 45.69 DF ,;, 4 P = 0.00). This is attnl?utabie to the markets thilt" operate in the different" ."
" farmerS focafmes. FactOrs deterrninirig weafttl status vary With the.regions particu"farlY with reference -. -,
to are land,.-sOurce of employment, age and sex. """ " .
- .... - "- _.' - - .-
Obi ..2: Design andi:est a best-fit catfish production mock!l for the Lake VictOria Basin
fish farming Systems
The design of the production model integrates information from the above study on the description of
the fish farming systems and optimise Inputs available to farmers aiming at improviilg production .
and retUrns. A cof}ceptual model will consequently be developed from the above preliminary results" .
(appendix 2). Experiments are to be designed to calibrate and test the model whose results .Will be
projected to the differentAEZ for proctuCtion and cost-beneffl: analysis. . .
Progress and ResultS"
"Upon further analySes,the concept was furtherretined and nas been summaris€das (for detaiis see. -
appendix 3) in terms of the objectives farmers have for aquacultUre, viz; . .
Max 1t = [Rt- CJe-1t dt
t=O
where Rt and Ctare revenue and cost at time t, r is the discount rate and t the time of
final haNest (cacho, 1997).
The experiments so desjgned are .based on the following variables in view of the findings from the
above objectives:
State variables: species, feed, fertiliser, stocking density
Rate variables: stocking density, size at stocking, fertilisation and feeding levels
Driving variables: costs, yield, returns ..
Parameters: to bE!determined by experiments and some obtained from standard biological
growth equations .
The experiments are (details see appendix 4,5 and 6):
Experiment 1:
Ql = fx{stocking densitylfeed type + feeding rate + fertilisation type +
fertilisation rate + stocking ratio + pond size +water volume + species}
Experiment 2A: .
QlA = fx{feed rate:fertilisation rateIfeed type + fertilisation type + stocking
density + stocking ratio + pond size + water volume + species}
Experiment 2B~
cas = fx{size at start feedinglfeed type + feeding rate + fertilisation type +
fertilisatiOn rate + stocking density + stocking ratio + pond size + water volume
+ species}
Experiment 1 has been completed and results favoured a stocking density of 3 fish/m2 (details in
appendix 4). Experiment 2A is curren~ underway and trends appear to favour feeding rates (maize
bran) 3%:30 kg manure (cow dung)/m and feeding rates (maize bran) 5%: 15 kg manure (cow
2 .
dung)/m". . . ." " ". . .
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Final development and completion of the QiO-eeonomic model will be posSiblE!upon ~llection and ..
_ .. ana.lysisof ~II thed~~ from objectiVes! and 2... . . .
- .Obj ..3: ..Evaluab! the status of catfish seed proc(~in the basin -in.~_of ijscapa~ .
.. - to sustain catfish ftmni-:'9 in the liIk~VidDria Basin. - .--... - -
With respect to Oarias seE!dproduction, a case sttXtY will be undertaken to assess the teclinical
efficiency in terms of. reproductive efficiency, determination of state of ripeness and responSe to
induced breeding, and % swim-up fry produced. The returns to production win .also be assessed and
the efficiency of the system (input:output) determined. Data will be obtained from farm reco~s.
_ The economic efficiency involves the supply-demand of airrent poteDtial catfish fry market in the
lake. Victoria -basin. The demand will be assessoo fn view of the number of fish farmers in the txisin
-~nd by use -of qUestionnaires at landing siteS within the study _areasfurlong line fishermen w.ho use
--catfish as baitfor the Nile Perch. - - - .
- _ The conStraints to the sUpply, accessibility of farmers to catfish~ and.pOtential for catfish seed ..
.production will also be highlighted from information fTom farmers and extension agents during field -
visitS in 5.1. . . _.
Results and Progress ~
Production data has been collected. Data for the supply and demarld.analysis has been projected to
include that of fish seed bait and information has been collected form fishermen and traders in bait
by the use of questionnaires in BuSia and Bugiri. Data is currently being obtained from Mpigi. Data
from Ntungamo has yet to be obtained
Data entry is in progress and analyses yet to be done.
SUMMARY
Through the optimisation of stocking densities and use of locally available inputs returns can be
increased. _. .
However, full devebpment of the model will depend on the results form the experiments and
objectiVe 1.
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APPENDICES
. APPENDIX 1
I~ ~lture Into theFarming Systems:, ~ .Vti~ ;
By N. Isycigl,
. FIsheries Resources Research Institute,
Aquaculture ReSearch and Development Centre,
PoO. Box 530,
Kampala •.
. 7/!eSi>1n!(lJ
Abstract -
. The success of snian-hOlder aquaculture In Africa has 'been shown to be related to the degree to which fanners can utilise
. their oO:farm resourceS for fish-farming. This is because ~r access to purchased Inputs is low, often leaving the
optimisation of their on-farm resources as the only optiOn •.
FIShfeed is a major fish fanning InputTh~ study fn~ the resources lOCallyavailable to farmers as"inputs" shows that the
availability and use of materials as- fish feed lSdetermined by the farming 5)Stems and ronsequently ag~lcal
zones. Common inputs used by farmers as fish feed such as maize(Za1 mayS) bran, coco yam.(CObaisS eScvlent11)
. leaves and rice (Oryza sativa) bran also show significant differences In use based on the farming systems. (p = 0.000, p =
0.001 and p = 0.000 respectively).
The results Indicate that recommendations to farmers for the formulation,. Processin9 and utilisation of on-farm fish feed
should be based on defined farming systems.
Introduction
The si9nificant majority of Ugandan farmers, fish farmers inclusive, are un-spedallsed rural small-holders whoSe principle
farm enterprises are crop based. A oouple of staple and/or cash crops form the primary source of farm livelihood
(NEMA, 1998). The access of these farmers to purchased Inputs for production, even where they are well aware of it, is
more often than not c.haracter\StXa1ly low. Under such drc.umstances, tile sulVival of the farmer and fann are dependant
upon the farmers' resourcefulness, Innovatlveness and ability to minimise risks often through the diversification of farm
enterprises, aquarnlture Inclusive (SUmberg and OleaII, 1989 and Ughtfoot et ai, 1993).
Current aquarnlture production levels as experienced by the majority of fish farmers in the oountry are well below the
stipulated minimum for low Input aquarnlture in terms of both quality and quantity. The possible yield for low input
aquaculture in Uganda is on average about 1.9 tonnes of fish{hajyear (NARO/MAAIF, 2001). The poor yields and yield
quality fish farmers' obtain have had a oompoundlng negative effect on the returns realised and oonsequently on
aquaculture production stabiffty. This state of affairs is largely attributed to constraints in fish farmers' fare in accessing
inputS and skillS. In order ID avert thlS situation and ensure sustainable aquaculture production, the returns per unit
. pond area need improve to levels whereby it beoomes worth it in terms of returns to labour and land given the effort: that
goes into pond oonstructlon, maintenance, predator oontrol, feeding, and harvesting ~Hecht. 2000).
Feed is among the primary inputs required for Improved aquaculture productlon. However, like the other Inputs, it
requires Investmentcapltal. For the rural small-holder whose principle source of cash/capital is a crop based farm, the
ability to afford enterprises whoSe budgets have a hi9h oost ratio is limited by virtue of the nature cJ the cash flow
structure in such enterprises (Rhoe and Babu, 2001). Furthermore, production credit is presently largely unavailable to
the aquaculture sector and is likely to remain so until aquarnlture as an enterprise demonstrates its capacity to repay
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ci-edlt . The on~ feaslb~'optlon left to such fanners Is to optl~tse the.~ Of their' on-~r:P1 resourc:es as lnputs. In so-
doing, the fanner Is able to-save and a cheaper source oc InVestment caPital be<DmeS available to the farmer that can
translate into. increaseclproductron al)dp_rotItability withmlnimur:n cash ou~. Optlmislng the use ~ on-farm or!oc?ll
. agricultural by products as supplementary fish feed Is capable oc supporting high levels oc production under semHntensive
- .pond aquaculture. : . _ .
-n 'sho~k1 alSo:be ~. that fur the ~-IHio~r famier ~ho ~rates In such a complex, diverse aixl risk pro~
. environment, economic benefits from the farm are welghed not just as cash on liand per se, but as lfie highest Inoome
above cash expenses from the farm by value of the resources at hand (Hishamunda et a~ 1998). Thus the benetits that
. _accrue to the farm as a result of optimising the use of farm by-products cannot be understated In terms of Improved fish
yJeIds and re-cyding oc farm wastes. .'
To develop appropriate teehnologiesthat are affordable andpractlcal therefore, It beoomes necesSary to identify what -
resources fanners' have access to in.llght of the market, availability of local Ingredients (either on-farm or on market)
within the framework of the local Infrastructure,. supplies and services (Lightfoot et ai, 1993 and HedJt. 2(00). The
biological and Iocill environmental conditioils must also be taken into aaDunt The feeding strategy Is ronsequenlly
. defined by the culture system, flnanclaf resources available to the fanner, input 00sts and availability related to feeding .
amoogotl\ers In oroer to ultimarely oplimlse the food and reeding ~unlt of produd'oojunlt lime (Jauncey,'l998).
The objectlve of this paper therefore Is to Initially identify the resources locally available to flsh farmers as fish feedst!Jffs, -
_their sources and factors affecting their availability within the Lake VlClDria Basin - uganda in oi'der that appropriate feeds
aod feeding strategies are developed to suit ttiefarmers' local situation in order to optimise proauction at the minimum
cost. .-
Methodology
In view of the fact that the miljority of Ugandan flsh farmers are low resource fanners living in environments best
described as complex, diverse and risk prone (Wltcombe, 1999) farmer participatory research tools were utllised for data
collection because of their cost effectiveness and ability to avoid bias. Rapid Rural Appraisals (RRA's) with a topical focus
on aquaculture were therett:re conducted on-farm because they allow for: -
a) rapid rolJection of a lot of informatlon .
b) a multi-seCtDral approach to analysis
c) an understanding of the situation from the perspective of different actor
d) an in-depth understanding oc local situations not ronstrained by preconceptions
e) an opportunity to learn new Information particularly relatlng to fanners own knowledge which might have been
unsuspected by the scientific community -
f) it's a f1ex1blt! approach to research rather than a single technique. One can adapt and add to it as the research
progresses. .
The tools used in the RRA's were secondary Information from key informants notably the field extension staff, check lists
and on-farm discussions with the farmer. Discussions were conducted on-slte at each activity area on the farm. Data was
rollected for the farmers' objectiveS for aquaculture, sodO-economlc status, Inputs locally available (notably feeds,
fertilisers and seed), harvest and marketabllliity of the product.
With respect. to feeds, qualitative data was obtaIned 01\ feedstuffs farmeTS' use, their source, availability and quantitative
data cost and nutritional value.
Studysites
The study was ronducted In three farming systems within the Lake VIctoria Basin, namely:
l.~ Table 1:zone
Zl
12
Z3
I
I.
l
The decision to c:ondlict the study in different study areas was based on the assumption that the different farming
systems would impact on the resources available to farmers on-farm as flsh feeds.
Research Design
Random duster sampling was conducted within the districts whereby a county represented a cluster. A sampling Intensity
of 20% of the fish farmers was targeted per study district. Thus, depending on the number oc fish fanners In the district
and per randomly selected county, more than one rounty andcxmsequenlly more than 51 = 20% was achieved in some
of the stulty Sites as all tne fatme1S in a rounty had to be counted. t-\QwaIer, In the case of Kampala distJ'£t because oc
Its small size and the number of farmers, all the fanners were targeted. The number of flsh farmers per district was
based on the rerords provided by the local flsheries staff Irrespective of whether or not they were fish farming households
or groups.
l
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51 achieved (OAI)No.offish
,Farmers eN).
35
6
15
82
74
212
"* Figures as given by district records c.t. 1999.
, NB: Numbers in brackets represent actual numbers of farmers whose data was analysed and thus actual 51.
Each zone (fa"!T1ing system) as giVen in Table 1, was taken to represent a statIstiCal bIoc:k.
\-
-j
- I
I
-j
I-I '
Datil AnalysiS
_~TIiE!statistica'i pa<;i<ageMinitab 12 for Windows was uSed _fo~data anatysiS. 'A descriptive analysis usi-ng cross- tabulatiOn
,and descriptNe statislics- was done eX the quamatJve data ooNected. The slgnifk:ance Of varIatIonS' ocrurrinq between the
zones was analysed using the chi-squ-are procedure and was taken at the-S% level. '
Farmers whose data. profiles were in-complete welJ! not included In the flnal data a~lysIs, The Inootpplete data proflles
were obtained in cases where the owner/manager of the enterprise was not at the farm/hOrne and the person found at
the farm}homedld not have all the details or the farmer was not willill9 to provide Certain details. This brought down the-
number of farmers to 91 and the flnal 51 = 43% (see table 2). .
Ncte should also be tak.en of the tcictthat for this paper, the data has notbeerl disaggregated IntDf6h farming'
households and f6h farming groups.
Results
Feedstuffs Fed
!
The results show that the major feed inputs used by farmers are maize bran, a variety of leaves and household waste
(see flgure 1). The use of these Ingredients shows significantdilferences between the zones as can be seen in table 4.
70
80 ----------------------------------
.Overal
.8anan.Mmet-CotIDn System
.Western 8~nana..coft •• Catde Systltm
• Medium Altitude Intensiw"e-8anana-CoffeeS m
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I
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Chl~uare
- - Chl •• uare.- -- Items Fedto fish - .. D-Value , -. Ibmw Fedto FIIIh- - __"alue
MaizeBmn -0.00 Household waste . .. 0.44
Broiler Mash --.. .. - - - Rice brim_(01}zasatiVa) .. ; - -0.00
Flour- -. 0.15. Gottoo Seed Cake"(Gos.sypium spp) - . -0.01
Kafumbe Glass 0.10 Sunflower Seed Cake (He/ianthus anntISf -
Russian Comfrey - Fish meal 0.00
Sweet potato leaves (Ipomoea 6afafus) 0.76 Rumen Content 0.00
Coco yam leaves (Co/ocasia escu/enta) 0.00 Termites 0.06
Millet - .Cassia sp. leaves -
V~etables
-
0.12 Brewers waste 0.16
Lake water plants - Soya bean -
When the .ingredlents are.grouped into the major ~teg6Hes, then -~e results read as follows (see figure 2 ~nd table 4): _
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figure 2: Categories of Feedstuffs used by FIShFarmers in the Different Familng Systems.
Table 4: Chi-square Values of Categories Feedstuffs Fed Showing Significance of Difference in Use between the zones at
the 5% Level. .
Feedstuff Chi-square P-value
kitchen/cooking waste 0.44
beerlbrewing waste 0.16
spoiled/contaminated animal feeds -
pasture/arable aop wastes 0.04
aquatic macrophytes -
mill sweepings 0.02
abattoir waste 0.00
fruit wastes -
oilseeds and residues 0.01
cereal grain residues 0.00
terrestrial invertebrates 0.06
aquatic vertebrates 0.00
The major sources fpr the feed Inputs utilised are the fanners on farms and the local major trading centres (figure 3).
Household wastes and leaves are obtained from the fanners' farms whereas cereal and oil cake by-products, fish meal
and abattoir wastes are obtained from trading centres. Again signlflcant differences occur in the sourcing of these
materials between the zones (table 5).
sources of Feed Inputs for Fanners in the Lake Victoria Basin::r.-. ---.-.---- -.-.--
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Figure 3: Major Soun:es of Feedstuffs for Fan;neis in.the Lake Victoria BaSln,Ug~nda
.Table 5: Chl-square-Yalues of SollrCes Of FeedstIJffs FecIShowing Significance of Difference In use between-the Zones at
the 5%t.eveI.' .
Availability mFeedstufIfs
The availability of the Inputs is affected by a number of factors, notably the season and cash at hand. There is no
significant difference for factors affectlng the availability of feed inputs between the different zones (see figure 4 and table
6) except for sweet potato leaves (p "" 0.05), yam leaves (0.00) and rumen content (p = 0.00).
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- 'Feedstuff " p-value -
. Maize bran -
- Rice bran -
Cotton seed cake 0.01
SUnflower seed cake -
Fish meal." 0.00
Rumen content -- 0.00
Termites - -
Kafumbe grass ..
Russian comfrev. -
Sweet potato leaves 0.95
"
Coco yam leaves 0.01
Cassava leaves 028
Household waste -
Milk leaf .. - -
Veaetables - -
. Brewers waste 0.16
. Availability of Feed Inputs for Fish Farmers
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Table 6: Chi-square Values of Factors AffectIng the Availability of Feedstuffs FecIShowing Significance of DIfference In
Use between the Zones at the 5% Level.
Feed~ Chi-square Feedstuff Chi-squarep-value p-value
Dredges - Sweet potato leaves 0.05
Maize' bran - " lYam leaves 0.00
Pasha - Kafumbe grass -
rice bran - Russian comfrey -
cotton seed cake . Cassava leaves -
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. - - -
sunflOwer seed- cake - Household waste - ---
Fish meal - rumen content 0.00 --
Mnkleaf - ants -
Soya -. -. - - - . .. - . .
-' .
.AWttage Costs oUnputs
Most of the feedstuffs used by the fanners especially those form their farms arefreie (see table 7). CasIs are incurred
when items are obtained from the trading centres.
Table7: A~ Costsof Feedstuffs In the Different Zones .
-
Feedstuff .
Avei'aae Cost Carlee/lml
.Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Maize bran- . - . 160.80 . 175.00 . - 141.70
Broiler Mash
. - - - '- -350.00
Flour - - 350.00 -300.00
RIce bran . 101.40 . - 90.00
Fish Meal 500.00 - 635.00
COtton 5eed cake '- - 340.00
SUntbwer seed cake - - 300.00
Rumen content - 0.00 -
Sweet ootato leaves 0.00 0.00 0.00-
cassava leaves 0.00 - 0.00
KafumbeQrass - 0.00 0.00
Qxo vam leaves 0.00 0.00 0.00
Household Waste .0.17 0.00 0.00
VeQetables - - -
Termites 500.00 - -
RussIan Comfrev - - 0.00
Brewers waste - 0.00 15.50
Nut:JitIona/ Vil/ue
The average nutritional value, crude protein and crude fibre were obtained for the feedstuffs from the different zones
using the standard Proximate AnalYsis procedures. Results are given as % dry matter. see table 8.
Table 8; Average Crude Protein and Crude Abre Values fur the Fe:edstllffs used by Farmers in the Lake VldDlia Basin,
Uganda.
Feedstuff e;'.CP ./.CF
Antsltermites 36.04 1.08
Cassava leaves 30.99 8_72
Cotton seed cake 13.02 11.54
Kafumbe llIlISS 22.43 14.90
Maize bran 13.72 18.21
Rice bran 10.12 18.32
Sweet ootato leaves 20.37 15.94
Watero1ants 12.43 3.56
Coco yam leaves 19.50 17.84
Sunflower seed .::lIke. 34./0 13.20
Fish Meal 78.52 18.03
Cassia so. Leaves. 17.90 24.70
Brewers waste. 27.80 12.60
Russian comfrey. 19_00 14.00
*.Values for feedstuffs with an asterlx are estimates by Gi'hl, 1981.
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_,Discussion
The selection of suitable materia1s for the supplementary feeding of fish is based on the following crtteriaJJa.':lncey, -1998):
- 1. Cost - the feedstuffs must tie available of at little or no ooSt to the farmer. - -
2. AvailabilIty - preferably year round availability _ - - _ - :-
3. - Handling arid Storage - to Impnm the utl1lsatkln of the f!:!eQstllff: There should be minimal
_ transportation requirements - _ .
4. Nutritional Value - materials with a high protein and-low fibre content are preferred than vice-versa.
Feedst:utrs used by Farmers
According to the results, the maJOrfeedstuffs used by the fish farmers are broadly (see figures.l and 2):
i. Pasture/Arable Crop wasteS (64.84 %). The moSt:commonly used feedstuffs In this category are coco
-yam leaves (3956 %), sweet potato leaves (31.87 %), and vegetables (15.38 %). _- .
N. Cereal and Grain ResIdues (45.05 %)i of which the mast rommooly lJS«1 are maize bran (69.23 %) and
rice bran (8.79 %). - -
iii. - Kitchen/Cooking Waste (36.26 %).
Most of the farmers -usea combination-of feedstUffs. -
There is a SignifICant statistical difference (p =0'-04) in the utilisation of Pasture/arable crop wastes between the zones. The
main j)ilSture/arable crop waste whose utilisation Is signifICantly different ~een the zones Is the coco yam (leaves) as it. is
_more commonly grown In Zones 1 and 2 (see figure 1). . -- - -
-The majOr cereal/grain residue used ISmaize bran (_._%) (see figure 1). There is a-slgn-iflcant difference in its uSe between the
zones (p =0.(0) (see table 3). ItS use however, Is least in Zone 1 where it is grown as among the chief cash crOps because of
the Influence of the market for both the grain and bran. Maize grain is sold to Kampala and Kenya whereas the maize bran has
a good market in Kenya in the commercial animal feed processing industries. Thus it beromes more accessible to the farmers
in Zones 1 and 2.
On the other hand, rice bran is virtually predominantly utilised in Zone 1 (p = 0.(0) where it is grown as a cash crop. This is
because the crop is hulled within the zone and is sOld as polished rice from the zone to the external markets. Furthermore, the
demand for rice bran as a feedstuff for making animal fees is lower than that of maize bran. n therefore becomes more locally
available.
There is no statistical differeflce In the utilisation of kitchen/cooKing waste for feeding tish between the zones. The use of
kitchen/cooking waste as a feedstuff for fISh is dependant upon the competitive use for other livestock and poultry, notably
_pigs, goats and chickens in decreasing order. Where the family has guard dogs, they also take precedence.
The utilisation of mill sweepings and abattolr waste also shows significant differences between the zones ( p = 0.02 and p =
0.00 respectlvely)(see table 3) in favour of zone 2 (see figure 1). Mill sweepings are more accessible to farmers in zones 1 and
2 because there are a number of flour mills located within small trading centres/villages. This is also attributable to the dietary
habits of their rural communities. In zone 3 however, flour is milled in larger establishments and may have attached animal
feed processing units. Where it is Possible for small farmers small farmers to collect the sweepings in zone 3, they are often
coIIect:ed for Intensive poultry production. .
The easier access and thus utilisation of abattoir waste in zone 2 can partly be attributed to the fact that in the rural areas, the
local village butcher does the slaughter of animals. There are also hardly any competitive intensive livestock and poultry
production practices in these areas. In zone 3 on the other hand is located in an urban to peri-urban environment and the
slaughter of livestock is more restricted to established abattoirs or slaughter slabs. Thus the distance to these sites coupled
with other competitive uses makes It difficult for a small holder farmer to obtain slaughter waste.
The principle sources of animal protein are from terrestrial Invertebrates (termites) and aquatic vertebrates (tish meal).
Termites are largely obtained free and are used mainly In zone 1 (see figure 1). FIShmeal, all seeds and their residues are
more accessible and are principally used in zone 3. This is because in zone 3 there is a market for 'conventional' animal feed
Ingredients as more intensive methods of animal production are practised in this zone.
Soutr:e of Feedstufr
The major sources of the feedstuffs used by farmers are the farmers' own farm and the local trading centres/markets (see
figure 3 and table 5). Household waste is also obtained from Institutions like schools In a few cases. There are no major
differences In the sources of feedstuffs between the zones except for cotton seed cake (p = 0.01), fish meal (p = 0.(0), rumen
content (0.00) and coco yam leave (p = 0.01). The reasons for these differences are as for those explained above.
Availability
There is nOsignificant difference in the factors that Influence the availability of feedstuffs between the zones except for sweet
potato leaves (p = 0.05), yam leaves (p = 0.00) and rumen content (p = 0.(0) (see figure 5 and table -6). The major factors
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that affect availability to the fanner are the ~n and cash at haild. The availability of Pa$Jre/arabie' crop,Wasres Is
affected by the seasons being least available during the drY season and planting season. For itemS purchased such as oil seed,
ce~1 alid grain residues, fish ~~ it Is an issue of Cash at hC!nd. -' .
The ayailabillty of feedstuffs in the ~r~ts Is a~ .dependant upon local agricultural practlcesj' Wh~er or nqt the feedstuff Is
.processed roIly and rom~itNe demand by.alternative ma~ 00t1l roily ~nd ~mally. . • . .
Cast '" Feedstutrs
The cost of the feEdstuffs (see table 7) Is influence by local market factors and Is subject to vary depending on seasonal
availabinty •
Feed Quality
The feeds preferred are those with a high protein Contentand low fibre content as fish are generally not very efflcient in .
dlgEisting fibre. Table 7 shows that the majority the pasture/arable crop wastes have reasonably crude protein values as
opposed to ttM: cereal/grain residues however their fibre content for ~th ~ ca.tego!"e5 Is relatlvely high ..
-This suggests that when leaves are utilised-as feedstuffs, factors such as at which stagein their vegetative cycle are they~-
useful.to the fISh need be determined. Furthermore; In all cases,.what additional processing procedures need be done
Condus~/Rec:oin~
Rural eorn'munltles generally suffer from a Iack.of 'conventional' teed ingredients for either livestock or human consumption
(Jauncey, 1998) .. Their-access to feedstuffs available to the smalJ.=hoIder fish farmer for feed development are dependent upon
the farmers farming system and local prevailing socio-economic conditions. Thus development of cost-effective on-farm fish
rero (i.e. fomwlatian, processing and utilisation) for falTl100 fish can only best be oone based on defined on the farming
systems on materials locally available to the farmer'at a minimum cost.
However, Kampala aty and its hinterland, the availability of feedstuffs Is not entirely dependant upon what Is locally grown.
This Is because of the more Intensive forms of animal production are practiced that have created a demand and consequently
the supply of conventional animal feed ingredients in its local markets. Thus the location a farmer can be.at advantage or
disadvantage In terms of access to and the quality of feed ingredients available. The case of maize bran presents a gocxl
.example of the. influence of the markets on the availability of feed ingredients. The use of cereal based feeds for zone 1 shows
that much as maize bTan can be utilised, lice bran offers a more secure alternative for the farmer because there Is less
competltlve demand for it. This Is despite the fact that more maize than rice Is grown in this zone as a commercial crop.
Given that most of the feedstuffs available as supplementary feeds to the farmers have a relatively high fibre content can affect
the choice of species farmed in favour Of those that have the ability to better digest cellulose, e.g. mapa zilil/and LDbeo
vlctDrianus (Owori-Wadunde, peers. comm;). Issues such as how early can leaves be harvested from crops for fish production
without interfering with the crop yield or whether it Is worthwhile to grow small plots of leaves rich in protein So that they can
be harvested early In their vegetative phase before the protein levels drop and fibre levels become too high need be
determined. WOukt such Feedstuffs be more efficiently and e:xmomiCally used If the fea:llng strategies developed were to use
these Inputs to generate single cell protein in ponds and thus use supplementary feeds to check the energy deficits in grow-out
ponds? Such a strategy offers a better feeding practice for the production of plankton feeders, thus increasing the range of
species farmed.
What additional processing would such feedstuffs require to improve palatability and digestibility Including of the final
compounded feed as the utilisation and acceptability of feed are Important variables in feed usage (Alston et aI, 2(00).
Allin all, suppiementillY feeds and feeding strategies which are CU1Tefltlytne ma;t affordable option for ffi05t. of Uganda's rural
small-holder farmer need be developed to optimise the feedstuffs proteln:energy ratio's to give best returns at a given cost and
production/unit time. When optimally used, supplementary feeds and feeding strategies alone can improve pond yields to up
to 3,000 kg/ha (Jauncey, 1998 and NARO/MAIIF, 2(01). They are also appropriate to semHntensive fish farming. However, if
their use is to be made relevant to the ordinary small-holder In aquaculture, then there use need be developed based on what
Is locally available within the farmers' farming system, the market and framework of local infrastructure, supplies and services
(Lightfoot et ai, 1993 and Hecht, 2(00).
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APPENDIX 2
Can AquacuJture Meet Fanners Fanning Objectives?
Most of the aquaculture In SUlrsaharan AfrIca is land-based and located on small mixed farms. In this context, it places
demands on the farmers' resources and assets. Its competitiveness as a farm enterprise is therefore based on the benefits it
provides to the entire farming system. .
This paper discusseS how preliminary findings from Rapid Rural Appraisals on resources available to aquaculture are being
1neorpora\eO Into the dl!'Jelopmellt of Ind\gellOUScatfish farming models for the laKe Victoria Basin, Uganda. The objective is to
develop a catfISh-farming sector that integrates with the farming systems In the basin sustainably.
Authors: N. Isyagi, M.C.M. Beveridge, D. C. Little, P. Ngategize and F. Bugenyl.
Contact
N. Isyagl, Kajjansl Research Station, P. O. Box 530, Kampala, Uganda.
T11esJs/rep 2
Inb'Oduction
Despite its long tradition in some countries, small-holder aquacultlJre in Sub-saharan AfrIca has not developed to its full
potential (Harrison et al., 1994). An essential factor is that that aquaculture was promoted using a top-OOwn approach as a
stand-alone activity, strongly dependent on govemment Institutions for Inputs and technology. Development objectives were
. focused primarily on improving nutritional status and Inrome for rural communities.
However, it has been realized that for sustalnability, aquaculture should to be appropriate to local farm management strategies
and meet farmers' management objectives. Where there are Indications of success, small-holder aquaculture development has
been shown to be evolutionary rather than revolutionary. This is as for the other farm enterprises given that the farming
environment is romplex, diverse and risk-prone. Sustainable production practices In such an environment evolve as a result eX
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resou~IQess, InnovatIOns and the dlve~tlOn offclnned species,. with a 'prefe~ce fo~lndlgenOus5peCleS. 'Hence the
. mettiods evolved are suitEd to the' resOurce capabilItieS of the' fanner aild.are designed to meet the fanners' objectives. . .-
. 'Furthermore, the. majortty of smail-hOlder fanners tOday are 'not just cxmtent with haVing enough to eat but have econOmic-
aspirations. Glven.the nature of their farms, they.welgh the economic'benefits from thelrfajm activities not just as. cash 00
.. Mnd per Se, but as thEi highest Inrome aoove cash..expenseSfrOm.the farm-by"-value of the resoUrces:at tiand (HlShc!munda et. -
al., 1998). Judgment Of.tlie profitabilitY and produCtivity Of each fann' enterprise; thefefOre, is ad~lIy based on the - .
benefits provided to the' entire fanning system.. . . '. . . -
Hence, if aquaculture is to becOme a oompetllive enterpriSe On small-holder farms, it will have to have the capacity toon-fann
. resource-use efficiency and produclivlty while at the same time haW positive environmental and social Impacts that balance
the cost-benefits of each factor (Pedlni, 1999; Pillay, 19!!7j Sylvia, 1999). This implieS that for the small-holder who often has
limited access to off-fann inputs (Paul Harrison, 1987) aquaculture needs to be integrated as a compOnent.of the tanning
system based largely on the utilization of on-fann resources where the fanning system is defined by the goals of the fanner,
the attributes of the stStem, aa:ess to resources, choice of productive act:MtieS and management ~es (Shaner et al.,
19&2).. . . .
This Paper discusses the- development of'a ronceptual rn<XJel.for small-holder aquaculture. production designed to meet -
fannerS~management obj~ for aquaculture In a malll1E!rthat is sustaina~le ..
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. - Methodology"
, .
,The, con'ceptual model is based.on preliminary results or-an on-going study to describe the current fish farming systems and
relate them to available on-farm resourceS acCording to the agro-:ec::orogicalzones 'within thE! Lake VIctoria BasIn of Uganda., -
. The study was carried-out in. the ,dlstrlcts of Mplgl and ,Kampala. Ouster sampling wasoonduetB! based on the number. of
, _ countieS In MpiQI district. .Kampala dlstJict ~ tallen as one unit All fanners I!lthe duster .were 'randoinl'i selected •. Thls was, ,
however; based on the farmers known to'the f1shertesofflcer(s). Thus,based on District reports c.c. 1999, a sampling Intensity ,
Was achieved In Mpigl district of 26.6% (n=lS8)'and In Kampala district 32% (n=25). Samples lncluded a few non-fish
farmers.
Rapid Rural Appraisals were oondueted with a topical focus In' aquaculture. The IDols used with fanners were seoondary
information from key persons, i.e. field extensIOn workers, and by use of check list and on-farm discussIOns with the farmer.
, DiscuSSionSwere oondueted on-site based on each activity area '00 the farm. .
. Farmers Were asked to rank the three,most important. reasons wily they undertook aquaculture. A value of one was given to
the most important. These Were then given sCores; the most Important objective was given .a value of three;
,The following results were obtained (F:"l9ure1).
IndividUals Ofliectives foe:Aquaculture
IEl~al.
l!
8
CD
Other
Objective
Figure 1: Individual Farmers ObjectiveS for Aquaculture.
The results show that the most important reason for farming aquaculture for the majority of farmers is income, followed by
food for household oonsumption.
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JheModeI
. .' .
1l1e conceptual !!1Odelis based on the fact that primary objective for farmers..adopting.CIQua~lture is Inrome generation. It
aims to maximize prOfits from available on-farm resOurces (...••) In vtew of the fact that access to purchased agilcultural inputs
_ is limited for the- majorityof' small-holders (Hardsop, 1987); The majOrity of' farms in the districts where the study was
..u~ertaKen are mixed fa1'f!lS.and tila~1asare_the major spetles farmed. The mode! Is based 00 the-pontlple: - . .-
y= P.Q-C, --
Where Y = profit/net Income; P = price receivecI; Q =.productlon and C = oost of productlon and marketing (Shang; 1981).
(equation 1). . . .
Rationale
Based on equation 1,. net Income from aquaculture ls intreased. by increasing -productlon and the price obtained at market
while redudng operating costs. Pond aquaculture productlon can be increased by increasing stOcking rates, survival rate and
growth rate whereas the vcilue.of the harvest is principally Influenced by the quality-of harvest and value of the specieS fal1T1E!d
(Shang, 1(81). In the present model prOOuction Is improved by IncreasIng tile stDcI<lng.ratEs -and yields primarilY tilrougn-. -
polyculture. Optimization of fertilization and feeding and levels -of application are left as decisions for Indlviduili. farmers.
Improved on-fami integration will increase resource-use efficiency, the use of farm by-products minimizing production oosts in
terms of fertilizer and feed. However, not all farms wiU--havesufflcient resOurces to be able to supply fertilizers and feeds and .
~supplementation from local sOurces may be necessary. . . .
The Potential benefits of a tilapia,-catfish potYculture are that the deg-ree of tilapla recruitment in the pond is minimized as the
catfish prey upon unwanted recruits, converting them into a marketable product (I.e. catfISh). The value of the harvest is thus
Increased,.the value of the secondary crop of catfish being greater than that of the primary crop (tilapia), while the greater size .
of the indMdual tilapia increases marketability.
Functioris and Scenarios
The model should help. optimize productlon, based on a) overall pond stocklng density, b) predator: prey ratio, c) levels of
. fertilization and -of supplementary feeding that provide the highest yields of marketable size most profitably a.nd over the
shortest productlon cycle.
The assumptions In the model are:
• tilapia male: female ratio at stocklng is 1:1 because it is difficult to sex fry/fingerlings
• Labour from the farm household is not costed in view of the fact that most farmers do not attach a monetary value to
household labour. It is assumed that when the farmer weighs the oost-benefits engaging labour in aquaculture,
aquaculture is competitive enough to warrant this worthwhile.
The parameters for input data into the model will be measured in terms of number, size and weight of fish (fischer and Grant,
1994) (see figure 2). Thus: .
Prey: fish size at stocking, stocking density, survival, growth rate, and new cohorts;
Predator: numbers stocked, size at stocking, survival and growth rate.
Bio-economic: costs of seed, feed, fertilizer, yield of marketable fish, quality of harvest.
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. The1nOdei has evOlved as a result of oonsultations with fanners regarding thelr.objectlveSfor aquacultur:e, prefe~.specles
and resouras available to th5n for aquaculture at the fann. While the majority Of farmer.; had Income as their primary
objectives, there was greatvariatJon in the farmers abilltyJo provide the necessary Inputs (feeds and fertilizer)....both on-fann
aOd oIf-farm. The modef takes these faCtors into ~CO\Int and ~e fact that the majority of farmers JJreSE:ntiyfarin tilapia.. .
Thus, the model aims at maximlzlng returns basatori farmers ability topl'O'(lde fertilizer arid feeds.
Rather than catfish JTlOl'l()-<:ultlirewhereby access to feeds is likely to be limiting production factor, tilapia-eatfish poIyculture is
advocated •. This is because through polyculture, the tilapia and their high recruitment rate becomes an added resource not of
a hindrance to production and returns as is presently the case. In this way, pond stocking densities can be Increased using the
resouras at-hand. Retums are ronsequently In terms of overall productJon with an added advantage of increased product
marketability. There. is a greater proportion of larger tilapla harvested and the tilapla recruits are converted Into 'a higher value
seamdary aop. Hence, a farmer can earn more from his ponds.
In aider to reduce the 00sts of operatlOO and consequently increase the profit margin, uSe is enrouraged of fann by-PrOc1.ucts'
for feed and fertilizer. use of off-fami feed and fertilizer inputs should be used in supplement the fann 59uras. This is In view .
of the fact that not an farms will lie able to produce these Inputs in order to meet production Indlvldualproductlon targets. In
, this way environmental benefits are provided, through aquaculture. to the fann and becauSe wastes that may not have been
fully utilized are converted into a valuable product. The aquaculture by~products of can also be converted through other fann .
. enterprises to increase prOduction levels in these. enterpriseS. This approach encourages a g~ter level of integration of
, aquacultUre into the fann and consequen'ti helps impt'O'le the of resource-use efficienCy on-farm. ~rall, fann production and .
.' retums are consequently improVed. . '
The nlodel takes into accountthe diversity-among fanners ability to prOvideresoun::ei. for aquaculture. Hence, it does not seek
to provide a fixed set of recommendations but is flexible to provide range of possibilities that give the best economic returns ,
using the given resoUrces. Hence, the stocking rates, predator:prey ratio, feed and fertilizer are optimized based on what the '
farmer is able to provide. ' .
LBboor requirements are as diverse as the nature of farms. They have not been included in the model because the amount of
labour (man hours) required collect feed for example, is varies depending on the slze of farms, location inputs on-fann/off-fann
and farmers' experience among other factors. Furthennore, much as labour may not be tagged with a monetary cost by the
majority of small-holder farmers, It does have slgniflcant cost benefits that the conceptual model may not be able to optimize
at this level. The assumption in the conceptual model therefore is that by being competitive, it becomes worthwhile for a
farmer to spend effort in aquaculture.
Through this approach, it has been shown that it Is possible to indude farmers objectives and capabilities in the design of
aquaculture product'al models. Furthermore more, faTmelS approaches to aquaculture development are taken Into account
Hence, rather than provide new alternatives, uSe Is made of what the fanners have at hand and the spedes they are familiar
with to fann catfish. This enables them to add value to their Current fanning methods. With this approach, sustainabillty is
nicelyto be achieved.
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Aquaculture
APPENDIX 3
Tl1esis/rep 1
B: Conceptual Model
Objective of Model: Optimize net economic yields while maintaining sustainable yield at a given resource base.
Specifically, to determine and optimise the feeding, fertilising and harvesting trajectories using specified feeds and fertilizers for
net economic yield given that the problem is:
I, .
Max1t= [~-Cae-tldt
t=0
where ~ and Clare revenue and cost at time t, r is the discount rate and \ the time of final harvest (Cacho.
1997).
Model boundary: Pond
See diagram 1_
Economic: Y = TMP = P.Q - C
where, Y = 'jield, TMP = total mcrtetable product, P = price, Q = production and C = cQ1;ls
_Biological: Q = f{XI X1 + X2 + X:, !••X.,}
where, Q = production as in equation 1, X the independent variable being determined, X1.)(" are
fBctors remaining constant through the experiments.
(1)
(2)
(3)
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The ;xperi~ents are to hl!lp 'determine co~fficients; para~eters a~d to teSt the assu~ptionS in.the.model. ..
-
The amount of fish harvested and sold over a growing season ultimately depends on the growth rate of individual fish
and the number of fish in the pond assuming that all other factors is favourable. Therefore, assuming the water quality
in the ponds is nOlHXlnstraining, then growth is a function of:
Fish size as body weight (VI). Fish size as body length (f) is also considered becauSe the marketing of fish is
determined by size more so than weight (c.f. results CHAPTER 2.2).
The amount of feed consumed (/). .
Natural food available in the pond. The assumption is that the amount of pond productivity is directly
proportional to the fertilization rate (z). Given that Experiment 1 above optimises production with a specified set
of inpu\s aoo in Experiment (s) 2, stocking densities are constant, the fact that the natural food requirement at a
given level of fertilization is inversely proportional to the stocking density is discounted in the model. Therefore,
natural food available is assumed to be a function of the amount offertiliser applied (z).
The biomass in ftIe pond ftIat is a funcOOnof initial stocking rates, O. mloficus recruitment and predation
pressure of O. niloticus by C. gariepinus at the given stocking ratio.
Pond water temperature. Within the Lake Victoria Crescent (NB: as opposed to basin) pond water temperatures
are at about environmental temperature levels (Balarin, 1985). Hence the assumption in the model is that water
temperature = environmental temperature = T.
Therefore, taking each species as a homogenous population, the average growth rate for each species (dwelt) is
given as:
Fortilapia: d'NO/dtO = 4lWO{wtO, ft, zt, BtO, Ec, Tt, wtc} (11)
weight of titapia
feed
fertiliser
lemperalr.tre
weight/size of C. garieipinus
recruitment rate
pond carrying capacity and critical standing stock
The assumplion is that the cost funcl:ion is linear. However, this can be modified to nonlinear for example
based on the results form the experiments.
experiment 1: .. .
0, = {stocking densitylfeed type + feeding rate + fertilization type + fertilization rate + stocking ratio + pond size + (4)
water volume + species} ..
Experiment 2A:. .- (5)
02A = {feed ratEdertilisation ratelfeed type + fertilization type + stocking density + stocking ratio + pond size + water
volume + species} .
Experiment2B: . .... (6).
02S::; {siie at start feedinglfeed type + feeding rate + fertilization type + fertilization rate + stocking density + stocking
~ +~ size + water volume + species} . _.. ...
. .If the price per unit weiQht of fish is constant and independ~of fish size, theD re~eillje a.s_a.function of b~m~Ss ha~este.d at a
given time is:. .. . --
-R,= hPy _ .. (7)
where, R, is the revenue obtained at time t, h, is the biomaSs harvested at time t; and Py the fish price.
Assuming that price is a function offish size, then: .
R, = J,P., + •••.•J,tP., _ (8)
. _ where, R, is the revenue obtained at time t, J. is the number of fish in a specified size class. harvested at
time tand P." is the price offish in the specified size class.. .
The cost (CJ is a function of: . .
Ct= (P,+ zltz+ StPS (10) .
where, Ct is the cost of production at time t, f, the amount offeed consumed attime t, P, the price offeed,
Zt the amount of fertiliser utilised at time t, pz the price of fertiliser, 51 the amount of seed stocked into the
pond 8I'ld Ps the price of seed. (N8: Some farmers do not stock pond My at the same time thus St.
However, it generally refers to total seed stocked at stocking).
, The results/model will be analyzed using step-Wise regresSion whereby the prey sub-model representing population dynamics ~
. and growth oftilapiS, the predator sub-model representing-the predation process, dynamics and growth otC. gariepinus and .
. the econo.m~ $Jb-modeLcalculating ltJe economic retu~. .
.. Ex~ to GenerateCoefficients.
Details described in A abOve. .
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temperature. .
. pond carrying capacity and critical standing stock'
The biomass is:. aj=w,rt,': __-. . _ . -.' .. - _«13)
where, Bt is the biomass at time t, WI the average individual weight and", ttfe -number ofindividlJa\s:" -
It Is assumed that the total number of fish in the pond increases as a result of O.nifoticus reCruilinent only ..
Recruitment is estimated by (Fischer 'arid Grant; 1994):' -
Rec = Jll.,.WIX 0.56 X Rep. F .
Whereby; Rec is the recruitment, Nf the number lif females originally stocked, wf their average weight, 0.56 (14).
a factor relating the number of recruits to biomass of females in the pond (numberslg week) and Rep.F the
repfoduction factor.1hat is 1he ratio of 1he.bIomass of tilapia recruits weighing> 29 to 1he total biomass of .
initial Stocked tilapia.' .
'_It is assumed that 1he numb~ of C. gadepinus in 1he pond does not increase and can-only like O. mloticus decrease
as a resutt of harvest and/or mOrtality. Thus: . .
dnldt = d"ddt + dnC/dt = - (-ht+ Mt) .
_ For O. rii/~ticus exclusive of p.redation.-the natural mortality is as individua~ dyinglweek is described-as by Fischer -.
and-Grant. (1994): '. -...
Mo = M,.N.8p... . - (15)
Whereby, Mo is the natural mortality of O. ni/oticus; M, tfle death rate as afunction.of weight ofindividual fish, N the
number of fish alive in a given cohort and Bp the biological pressure repreSenting mOrtality rate .as stress due to total
fish biomass (BT): ~s. . .
8p= 1 if BT < 40000 (16)
8p = 2 if 40000< BT < 60000
8p =3 if6OOOO< 8T < 80000
8p ::i 10 otherwise
For C. gariepinus, the natural mortality is:
Mc=Mr.N. Bp
Wherby, Mc is the natural mortality of C. gariepinus. Mr its mortality rate, N the number of C. gariepinus in
the pond and 8p is as is described above.
Thus in summary the mortality rate is:
Mt= qlm (8,) (17)
whereby. Mt is the mortality rate at time t, qlm the proportion of fish that have died and Bt the biomass at
limet.Br
(18)
Following the variable classifications above:
State variables: ¥It. lit. SR (stocking ratio)
Rate variables: dw/dt, dnldt, dfJdt, dz/dt
Driving variables:
Exogenous: Tl, Py, P" Pz, r
Controlled: floZt, ht
Auxiliart variables: Bt. Mt, Rt. C,
APPENDIX 4
Expt 1: Optimal stocking density
Theslslrep .-
Introduction:
Farmers main objective for aquaculture is for (ref. RRA's) income. Thus their objective cannot be obtained if a minimum
income and profitability are not aUained by 1he producers. The producers net income per unit area is affected by 1he production
(0) per unit area, cost of production and marketing C and the price received (P). therefore increasing yield, reducing costs and
increasing the price are the major means of increasing profits (Shang, 1981). Among the major factors affecting productivity
per unit are is the stocking rate that is limited by the maximum standing crop. In view of the fact that stocking rate by farmers
were so variable. it was important to note the highest possible stocking rate for possible under their farming conditions and
optimise it for further experiments.
Objective: To determine the optimum stocking density for experimental ponds that provide the best retum rate under the
specified conditions •
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" JustificatiOn:' High c~ and effort ~rmers put into pond ~nstructio~ require that Sto~king rates" are optimised for "higher
returns.
H.,: 'In;ea'sing productiOn through InCreasing the stoCking' densities in pOnds is not affected by the carrying ~pacily of the
~d '
" "
'HI: 'Increased pr~dUction through inc~easing Stocking denSiti~s is I~ited by the carrying capacitY of~e pond;
Experimental Design:
The statistical design selected foi the experiment was the completely randomised block design because there was a stream
rul'}f\ing down half of the ponds. In this way variability among the experimental units as a result of the stream passing by some
of the p0n.ds and not ott)ers could be blocked out. '
Four stocking densities were tested With three replicates each ponds .mose size was uniform, i.e. 600m2 as',follows:
Treatment Stockina Rate ffishlm',
I " 1
'i1 2
III " 3
- N 4
-The convol\e{i fa~OfS in the experiment were: "
i. feeds (13% CP).' Maize bran was used because this was the most commonly used feedstuff by farmers
according to the results from the RRA.s ••••••••) ,.,' ' ,
ii. Ponds were fertilizedwilh Cow dung at the rate of 10 KgI100 m2i\-veek.. Again CC1N dung was selected for use in
the experiments because this was more available to and used by most farmers (RRA.s ••.•). there are no
recommended fertilisation rates for cow dung in Uganda so the fertilisation rate used was obtained from
recommendations by FAO (FAO hanboolc •.•.••)
iii. The same size of fish were used at stocking
iv. The feeding rate selected was 5% FNI/.
v. All fish stocked were Oreochromis nifoticus.
Sampling
The ponds were sampled for the following water quality parameters every 10 days: pH, temperature ('C), dissolved oxygen
(mg/I), ammonia (mg/I) and secchi depth (em). These parameters were selected because the experiment foCused on g-ovAtr
and these are the key water quality parameters with exception of the secchi depth measurements that affect the growth of fish
in ponds. The secchi depth was used to give an indication of the turbidity levels of the pond waters. An integrated vertical
sample of the entire water column was coRected for water quaTItyanalysis using a water sampler. This sampling frequency for
. water quality was seen as being adequate for the purposes of identifying sources of variability attributable to changes in water
quality.
Daily water quality measurements were taken for temperature ('C) and secchi depth (em). Environmental measurements were
taken for rainfall.
Because about half of the ponds had been used several times before whereas the others had been left in fallow over several
years and had been covered by bush, at the start of the experiment samples of the pond sediments were taken in order to
access whether or not there would be any significant differences in the profiles. The parameters taken were for pH, %OM, total
N (%), total P (%), available P (ppm), K (mgf1 OOg),Na (mgf100g), Ca (mgf100g), % sand, % clay, % silt. samples were taken
to a depth of 20 em from the surface and were taken over five areas and then mixed as a single sample.
In view of the fact the the quality of cow dung could not be guaranteed tests were done for ph, total N (%), total P (%) and
available P (ppm) at the start and in second half of the experiment The quality could not be controlled because the manure
was collected from a farmer with zero grazers depending on when the supply run out on station and the availability of transport.
Thus sometimes the manure collected was fresh, other times it would be a couple of weeks old. The farmer just heap the
manure in his yard.
Ponds were sampled by seining. During seining if avoidance was realised, water levels were lowered then ponds were
sampled. Otherwise in most cases the water levels were not lowered before sampling. The fish were sampled for growth
parameters every three weeks. The parameters taken were weight (g), total length (em) and standard length (em). The
feeding rate for the following three weeks would be calculated after obtaining the average weights of the fish sampled.
The sample size was variable especially with treatment. However, the adeuqacy of the sample size from each pond was
determined after an analysis of the preliminary sample using the following standard equation:
to =!!.:.W
s -In
74
A 95% confidence interval was taken in the above analysis for all samples and (x - 11) was taken as 20g for weight and 2em for
the length parameters on average. The average come about by the. fact that the (x -11) was smaller at the star of the. experiment
(10g and 1 cm respectively) and larger towards the end of the experiment (30g to 3 em towards the end of the experiment).
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.x-~ .=
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tabular t value at: degrees of freedom at th~ deSired probability (level of confidence)
maximum acceptable difference between asampte mean and true mean at a desired .
probability . - - .' ,
standard deviation of rpeHminary sample
number of obseNatiOns in prelimioai'L sample .
standard e{Torof ~eliminary sample mean ...
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Data Analysis:
Data analySes.were done using the programmes EXcel by Microsoft and the statistical package Min~b ver 12.
The data collected was sul1)'marised uSingmeans and ~ndard errors (ExceQ. The comparison of means .was done using
_ Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using the,General Unear Model (by Miriitab). Regression analyses and the drawing of graphs
was done using Excel. The relationships and treatment interactionS between the different factOfSin the experiment was done --
using Pearson Correlation (Minitab vet 12). (that enable the assessment not just in tenns of the treatment that gave the best
~Its).- However, this!s a linear correlations. . . .
Nom: May be ~ 1Cffurthef analyses in vif!!H ot.
i. Leakages in a ponds.number.of ponds with consequent loss of fish
i. Periods when manure was not applied to the ponds .
i. Some ponds coveredwiltl azolla.
. .
The flnher analyses suggested are:
i. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA): to help account for suspected riorHlniform sources of variation.
i. Statistical power: to assess the closeness of mean values, extent of eperimental variability to the desired power
(min. = 0.20) ..
i. Bartlett's test to test the null hypothesis that treatment variances are not dignificantly different form each other.
Paiwlse comparisons of means between stream ponds vs. non-stream pondS to test whether being near the stream had any
effec:l
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. Anderson-Darting Normality Test for Specific Growth Rate
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Treatment I
Y-variable
Growth Results
Analysis ofVarian<:e (General Unear Model)
Parameter
sample sample sample sample Sample Sample
sample
Point 0 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 PointS
Point 6
Weeks 0 '3 6 9 12 15 18
Biomass Tko) 0.53 2.49 5.88 9.54
16.08 17.15 29.65
, t
•
.,
i-
!
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-
Meanwelaht (a) 1.27 5.93 - 13.99 22.52
38.29 40.83 ]0.59-
- Meantotallenoltl (em) 4.11 6.92 8.41 10.49
-12.01 12.30 15.52
- f1/;;,(a o.~ - .1.21 4.14 _ 8.25 12.13 18.41
18.93 30.02
Growth '0) 4.66 8.07 8.78
15.57 -2.53 32.30
Growth Iem). -
.- - - .2.82 1.49 :- 2.08. 1.51 0.28
3.50
GroWth Rate;,(g.d") _ - - 0.22 0.39 0.42
- - 0,74 0.12 1.54
RGRmlcJ.o<l".d") 0.05 0.05 - 0.04 0.04
0.01 0.05
-SGR 1% SW.d") 5.36 5.14 . 1.72 3.15
2.20 2.27
Fc_liMf') 1.78 0.79 1.12
1.61 2.04 1.23
.Treatment II
Parameter
Sample Sample J sample Sample Sample ) sample
Sample
- Point 0 Point 1 Point 2 POint 3 Point 4 PointS
Point 6
Weeks. O. 3 6 9 12- 15
18
Biomass(ke) 0.91-- 2.67 7.76
11.21 - 16.31 26.80 37.22
Meanweiaht ta) 1.08 3.18 9.24 13.34
.19.42 31.91 44.31-
Mean total Jenoth(an) 3.99 6.92 8.41- .10.49
12.01 .12.30 15.52
Bodv weiaht (a 0_6)
Growth (0)- 2.10 6.06 4.11
6.08 12.48 24.89
-Growth em) 2.08 1.87 0.92
-.0.66 6.32 3.59
-Growth Rate.,(g.cf') 0.10 0.29 0.24 0.27
0.26 . 1.18 -
RGRm(g.o-o.ll.cr) 0.Q3 0.05 0.02 0.02. 0.04
0.06
SGR(% BW.d") - 4.64 5.46 1.70 1.41
2.71 4.13
• FC_(a.a") 1.30 0.67 3.56 2.78 1.60 1.35
Treatment III
Parameter
Sample . Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample
Sample
Point 0 Point1. Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 PointS
Point 6
Weeks 0 3 6 9 12 15 18
Biomass(ka) .1.31 5.12 12.60 18.30
27.29 31.71 57.22
MeanweiChUo) 1.04 4.06 10.0 14.53
21.66 19.96 45.41
Meantotal Ienoth (an) 3.91 6.25 8.20 9.89
10.15 10.92 13.44
Bodvweicht (0 o.~
Growth (a) 3.02 5.94 4.55
7.13 1.7 24.91
Growltllan) 2.34 1.95 1.90
0.27 0.51 3.32
Growth Rate.,(g.d' ) 0.14 0.28 0.22 0.34
0.22 1.19
RGRm(a.a-o.ll.d') 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03
0.02 0.06
SGR(% BW.d") 6.19 4.57 1.85 1.90
0.98 3.79
FC_(a.g") 2.98 0.77 2.13 2.18
4.61 1.06
Treatment IV
Parameter
Sample Sample sample Sample Sample I sample Sample
Point 0 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 PointS Point 6
Weeks 0 3 6 9 12 15 18
Biomass(ka) 1.69 5.65 11.04 17.57
25.33 50.35 83.23
MeanweiCht(0) 1.00 3.36 6.57 10.46
15.08 23.13 49.54
Meanbodv Ienoth (an) 3.96 5.72 6.79 8.00 8.53
13.33 13.90
. ht (a o.~
Growth (a) 2.36 3.21 3.89
4.62 9.88 29.45
Growth(an) 1.76 1.07 1.21
0.53 4.80 4.06
Growth Ratea(g.d") 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.22
0.38 1.41
RGRm(g.g"'''.cr) 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01
0.03 0.06
SGR (% BW.cr') 5.51 3.26 2.32 0.93
2.16 4.29
FC_(g."9") 4.39 1.13 2.01 0.09 2.73
1.04
Correlations (Pearson)
,
•
Sample P block no treatmen biomass average Average average Growth {
block no 0.000
1.000
-'n -
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Cell. Contents: correlation
P-Value
Factor... ,Type Levels Values '.
block no fixed-_ ,3 1 2 3- -
.-tteatm"E!nfixed .4 1 2'3 4
Sample p..fixed 7 0.1 2 3 .4 5 6
Analysis of .Variance for average, using-Adjusted SS for Tests
Source OF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
-block no 2 ,- 58.11 43.75 21. 87 1.59 0..211
treatmen 3 488.45 312.65 ,10.4.22 7.59 0..0.0.0.
sample P 6 3651.51 3651. 51 60.8,58 44.31 0..0.0.0.
Error 66 90.6.39 90.6.39 13.73
Total 77. 510.4.45
Unusual Observations. for average
obs average _ ' Fit stOev Fit Residual st Resid
6 31.730.0. 18.990.8 1.4327 12.7392 3.73R
48 19.0.70.0. 12:2ZQ9 1.4346 6.8491 - 2.o.o.R
73 37 ..190.0. 28.2958 ;1..5142 8~8942 2.63R
78 12.460.0. 22.4850. 1.4797 -10.'-0.250. -2.95R .
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual.
. RESULTS
1. tilere is a signficant difference between treatments affectin9 biomass, average weight and body wei9htm
2. lime has a signifICant effect on all tile other gorwth parameters except the feed oonversiOn and Iengtil.
3. No slgnficant differences as a result of the block effect. At tile 10% level though, there is a significant effect of the blocks
on Iengtil. This is most likely due to the fact that tilere were leakages in some of the ponds hence tile number of fish
were fewer per treatment
4. Frequent leakages in some of the ponds required tilat ponds were regularly refilled. However, tile Pearson correlations
show that tilere is a Weak correlation between fertllsatiOn and tile growth paratmenters though tile p-values for biomass
(0.003), a"erage weight (0.002),. average length (0.000), average body weight (0.001), growth in terms of length (0.022)
and weight (0.043) and the relative growth rates (0.048) are significant
5. The total recovery rate per pond was lowe...)
6. Returns are higher when tile fish are sold by length rather than by wieght
Conclusion:
Best growth rates are obtained in treatment I (1 fish/m2), however, best returns appear to be obtained from treatment ill
when both the number of fish and tileir relative lengths and weights are oompared (see tables and figures). Thus a stocking
density of 3 fish/m2 haS been selected for the next sets of experiments.
Note: In vIeWof the leakages, etc. of the ponds and depending on tile results of the suggested furttler analyses I believe I will
have to re-run the experiment.
APPENDIX 5
Expt. 2A; Feed:FeltUJsation Rates
Introduction:
Fanners often have inadequate amounts of manure or items for supplementary feeding for their fish.
Objective: f1J. the optimum stocking density, detennine the optimum feed - fertiliser mix.
i.
•
•
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JustifICation: The majorityot"farm-ers practice sUpplementary feeding, 'They oft~n depend on b~tIi f~eas and fertiiiser to',
generate/as feed. Furthermore, more often ttlan not they do'not have enough .of either. .
. H
o
: Varying the-proportions of fertiliser:feed has. no effect on marketable' yield and the costs of productioll;
:Hi: vaiyinithe prop~i1ion of fertiliser:feed'rates !las an effect on marketable yield and costS of pr?duction
Experimental .Design
The statistical design for the experiment is a factorial experiment. There is a stream dividing the ponds under use into 4 on
pond side and 12 on the other side. Because of this unequal distribution a completely randomised design was selected.
The factors being tested are listed in the table below. There are three replicates per treatment in ponds of uniform size, each
being 600m2• . . . .
Treatment'
, , Feeding Rate- ' Fertilisation' Treatment,
.- . (%BW) Rate/pond number
- . (kaloondlwk)
Feed only , - Satiation (100%)
0 I
Feed:fertiliser = 75% 5 15 ' II
Feed:fertiliser = 50% , 3 30 III.
Feed:fertiliser = 25% 1 45 rv
Fertiliser oriiV 0
60 V
100% feed:1OO% fertiliser" Satiation (100%) 60
VI
No feed:no fert\liser" 0 0
VII
However, due to the limitation in the number of ponds available, treatment VI will have only one replicate and treatment VII
none.
The controlled factors in the experiment are:
i. . stocking density: the stocking density based on the results of the previous experiments is 3 fish/m
2
•
ii. Species and stocking ratios: The species stocked in each pond are O. niloticus (70010)and C. gariepinus (30%).
iii. Feed: Maize bran will be used in all experiments. The quality' of maize bran used will be tested three times
during the course of the experiment for OM, CP and CF for purposes of quality control. This is in view of the
fact that the quality of maize bran varies depending on the season and the source of maize bran and purpose
which the maize has been miUed (hulled) the supplier obtains.
iv. Fertiliser. Cow dung will be used in all cases. For the same reasons as (iii) above, the dung will be tested three
times during the course of the experiment for OM, total N (%), total P (%) and available P (ppm).
Issues Arising
i. It has not been possible to stock all ponds at the same time.
ii. Issue of azolla in some of the ponds
sampling
The ponds will be sampled for the following water quality parameters every 10 days: pH, temperature ("C), dissolved oxygen
(ffi9I\), ammonia (mgl\) and secchi depth (em). (state ana\'JUca1 procedures used).
However, because their some algal mats always in some ponds and not in others, additional parameters that affect algal
productivity will be taken in order to help assess whether or not there are specific characteristics attributable to individual ponds
that favour the growth of azolla. These factors include temperature, light availability and available inorganic nitrogen,
phosphorus and carbon. Thus the additional parameters to be taken are those likely to influence the nutrient levels within the
ponds and external factors that affect are likely pond productivity. They include on a daily basis:
i. Atmospheric temperature (oC)
ii. Daily photo period (hrs.)
iii. Pond depth (em)
iv. Water inflow and outflow from pond (yes/no)
v. level of macrophyte cover (% of pond area). (Is subjective)
vi. Rainfall (mm)
The follO\Wig parameters are to be taken three times during the course of the experiment:
i. Ammonia (mgll)
ii. Total nitrogen
iU. Ava'ilable n'rtrogen
iv. Total phosphorus
r
. I
i
.t.
•
•
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v. Available inorganic phosphorus
vi. Secchi depth
vii. Total suspended solids.
viii. Total volatile solids. -
.ix. Total alkalinity
x. . Primaf'/ productNil'( - _.. ,-
Pond sediment samples will also be taken three times during the cOurse of the experiments for pH;totili. N (%), total P (%),
available P (ppm), Ca (mg/1009Valkalinity, CEC (meq per 100g), lime requirement, % organic matter, %.sand, % clay and %
silt (mention analytical methods used). Samples are to be taken toa depth of 20 em .
. The CCNI dung used will also be analysed three times during the course of the experiment for dry matter, total N (%), ava~able N
l%), total P l%), available P lppm) and organic carbon. Ukewise the maize bran will be assessed for OM, CP, and CF.
Sampling for growth parameters will be done once every three weeks for weight (g); standard and total length (ern) .. The level
of recruitment for tilapia will also be assessed as the number of cohorts and proportion of fingerlings in the harvested sample.
In view of the fact that it was not posSible to stock all the pondS at the same time, growth rates Will be averaged on per day
b~sisl and the von Bertalanfy g~oWthrelationship. .. ..:. . -
Data AnalyseS . .. .._.. . .. - .-
Data analysis will compare production and productivity between treatments and will include. the use of ANOVA. Production and
returns will also be compared between ponds that persistently have azolla mats. gro"."ing and those that do not. -
Duration of experiments
six months ..
APPENDIX 6
Experiment 28: 813gOO Feeding
Objective: Determine at what stage of growth supplementary feeding becomes necessary.
JustifICation: Feed costs are rather high for most small farmers. Furthermore, some have to travel long distances to purchase
it. Farm manure's are more easily available locally and are cheaper.
H
o
:. Marketable yield and costs of production are constant irrespective of from what point in the production cycle supplementary
feeds start being given.. .
HI: Marketable yield and costs of production are affected by the point in the production cycle supplementary feeds start being
given .
4.2.2.1. Design
randomized block design
4 factorial x 3 replicates = 12 ponds @ 600m2
Factors
o Size onset feeding day 1 at stocking
o Size onset feeding 409
o Size onset feeding 80g
o Size onset feeding 120 g
o Size onset feeding 160 g
controlled factors
o stocking density
o stocking size
o feed
o fertilization rate
42.32. Sampling
every three weeks
data
o growth
o feed input
o fertilizer input
1 Pauly, et aI1993. Multiple Regressionana/ysis of Aquaculture Experiments Based on the 'Extended
Gulland-and"Holt Plot'. Model Derivation, Data RequirementS and Recommended Procedures.
-1Fi -
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o .% fingerlings
o. _ Costs _ - . -
- 0 ~r quality ~ pH, ammonia, 0~9en! temperature e.ve,ry10 _~Y.S
42.3.3. Data Analyses.. .
.. ~9'Mhrates .. .' . - - -
variation b~ and within factors and replicates -
crOpping cycle -
surViv81
production and economic returns in terms of marketable product -
•
•
,
•
4.2.3.4. Duration of experiments
six months .-
-17 -
